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Abstract

Glucose homeostasis is of paramount concern to the brain since glucose is its primary fuel. Thus, the brain has evolved mechanisms to

sense and respond to changes in glucose levels. The efferent aspects of the central nervous system response to hypoglycemia are relatively

well understood. In addition, it is accepted that the brain regulates food intake and energy balance. Obesity and diabetes both result from and

cause alterations in the central nervous system function. Thus, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the brain also regulates daily glucose

homeostasis and energy balance. However, little is known about how the brain actually senses and responds to changes in extracellular

glucose. While there are neurons in the brain that change their action potential frequency in response to changes in extracellular glucose, most

studies of these neurons have been performed using glucose levels that are outside the physiologic range of extracellular brain glucose. Thus,

the physiologic relevance of these glucose-sensing neurons is uncertain. However, recent studies show that glucose-sensing neurons do

respond to physiologic changes in extracellular glucose. This review will first investigate the data regarding physiologic glucose levels in the

brain. The various subtypes of physiologically relevant glucose-sensing neurons will then be discussed. Based on the relative glucose

sensitivity of these subtypes of glucose-sensing neurons, possible roles in the regulation of glucose homeostasis are hypothesized. Finally, the

question of whether these neurons are only glucose sensors or whether they play a more integrated role in the regulation of energy balance

will be considered. Published by Elsevier Science Inc.
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1. Introduction

Glucose homeostasis is of critical concern to the brain,

since glucose is its primary fuel. Either a large rise or fall in

plasma glucose levels causes the brain to activate the

sympathetic nervous system [1–3]. Thus, the brain responds

to large changes in plasma glucose and initiates compens-

atory responses to maintain glucose homeostasis. Both

central and peripheral glucose sensors may serve to inform

the brain that plasma glucose levels are falling to dangerous

levels. Much less is known about the mechanisms that sense

an increase of plasma glucose. The ventromedial region of

the hypothalamus (VMH), which contains both the arcuate

nucleus (ARC) and the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus

(VMN), plays an important role in the response to hypo-

glycemia [4,5]. Recent evidence indicates that the brainstem

may play a role [6–8]. In addition, glucose sensors exist in

the portal vein [9–11]. Information from these peripheral

glucose sensors is then relayed to the brain via portal

afferents [12]. Glucose sensors are also present in the carotid

body [13]. While the efferent mechanisms maintaining

glucose homeostasis are fairly well characterized [14], little

is known about if and how the brain actually senses and

responds to large changes in plasma glucose levels. Finally,

the brain is implicated in the regulation of feeding and

energy balance [15]. Thus, it is reasonable to hypothesize

that the brain also senses smaller perturbations of plasma

glucose, which enable it to regulate meal initiation and

termination.

For many years, we have known that glucose regulates

neuronal activity. For example, in 1964, two separate

laboratories described neurons within the hypothalamus,

which change their action potential frequency in response

to changes in plasma glucose [16,17]. Furthermore, glucose

infusion into the portal vein alters the action potential

frequency of neurons in the lateral hypothalamus (LH)

[10]. Later studies showed that direct application of glucose
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increased the action potential frequency of ‘glucose-

responsive’ or GR neurons, while decreasing the action

potential frequency of ‘glucose-sensitive’ or GS neurons.

GR neurons are most abundant in the VMH. In contrast, GS

neurons are most common in the LH [18]. The VMN and

LH are believed to be reciprocally related in the regulation

of food intake and energy balance [16,17]. Twenty-five

years after these initial descriptions, Ashford et al. [19]

showed that GR neurons utilize the ATP-sensitive K+

(KATP) channel to sense glucose. That is, similar to the

pancreatic b-cell, rising glucose levels increase the intra-

cellular ATP to ADP ratio and close the KATP channel. This

depolarizes the b-cell and activates voltage-sensitive cal-

cium channels that mediate insulin secretion [20]. However,

glucose-initiated depolarization of GR neurons increases

action potential frequency. Less is known about the mech-

anism by which GS neurons sense glucose, although

decreased activity of the Na+/K+ ATPase with decreased

ATP has been suggested [21,22]. Presumably, decreased

activity of the Na+/K+ ATPase would cause depolarization

and increase action potential frequency [22].

While it is attractive to hypothesize that GR and GS

neurons play a role in glucose homeostasis, it is important

to note that the majority of studies of these neurons used

glucose levels outside the physiologic range (0–10 or

20 mM) [22–27]. A cerebrospinal fluid level of 0 mM

glucose would be incompatible with life. In fact, most

neurons throughout the brain become silent when glucose

levels fall below 1 mM for an extended time [28]. Moreover,

virtually all studies of the central nervous system use 10 mM

glucose in the solutions that bathe neurons. This assumes that

the extracellular fluid levels of glucose in the brain equal

those of the plasma. It is noteworthy that even if this were

true, 10 mM plasma glucose is not euglycemia (�5 mM) but

rather hyperglycemia. However, recent evidence demon-

strates that brain glucose concentrations never achieve that

of plasma [29–32]. Therefore, before evaluating the role of

glucose-sensing neurons in glucose homeostasis, we must

first consider the physiologic levels of extracellular glucose

in the brain.

2. What are physiologic levels for extracellular glucose in

the brain?

Surprisingly, despite significant study the concentration of

extracellular glucose in the brain is still controversial. While

there are several in vivo methods for measurement of brain

glucose levels, each has limitations. These methods include

glucose electrodes, microdialysis and magnetic resonance

spectroscopy (MRS). Glucose electrodes allow for ‘real-

time’ measurement of changes in extracellular brain glucose

levels in response to changing plasma levels in discrete brain

nuclei. However, one risks overestimating glucose concen-

tration because these electrodes use glucose oxidase to detect

glucose. This enzyme also oxidizes ascorbate and uric acid,

both of which are present in the brain [21,32]. Measurement

of extracellular glucose levels by microdialysis employs the

method of zero net flux in which net concentration change of

glucose across the dialysis membrane is plotted against the

perfusate glucose concentration. The point at which there is

no concentration change or ‘zero net flux’ indicates the

extracellular glucose concentration in the brain. This tech-

nique provides sensitivity at the expense of temporal resolu-

tion [30]. Finally, MRS utilizes proton resonance spectra for

noninvasive quantitation of glucose levels at the expense of

spatial resolution [33,34].

Methodological limitations notwithstanding, there is con-

vincing evidence that extracellular glucose levels in most

regions of the brain are much lower than those in the

plasma. Extracellular glucose levels during plasma eugly-

cemia are reported to range from 0.3 to 3.3 mM [29–

31,34–40]. Silver and Erecinska [21,32] provided the only

data in which extracellular brain glucose levels were simul-

taneously measured as plasma glucose levels were manip-

ulated. In their studies, Silver and Erecinska clamped

peripheral glucose and measured extracellular brain glucose

using a glucose oxidase electrode. Extracellular glucose in

the brain was about 2.5 mM in a fed, anesthetized rat whose

plasma glucose was 7.6 mM. This plasma level is on the

high side of euglycemia. Thus, plasma levels in the eugly-

cemic range of 5–8 mM correspond to brain levels of about

1–2.5 mM (see Fig. 1). This is comparable to microdialysis

measurements of 0.7–1.2 mM brain glucose when plasma

glucose levels were about 5 mM [30] (E.C. McNay, per-

sonal communication). When plasma levels fell to 2–3 mM

during insulin-induced hypoglycemia, brain levels fell to

approximately 0.5 mM. Raising plasma glucose levels to

those seen after a large meal (15–17 mM) resulted in brain

levels of 4.5 mM [32].

As mentioned earlier, there is a wide range of in vivo

extracellular glucose levels reported in the literature. Dif-

ferent methodology may contribute to this variability. In

Fig. 1. Extracellular (EC) brain glucose levels versus plasma glucose levels.

Plasma glucose levels of about 2–3 mM (50–60 mg/dl) correlate with

those seen during initiation of the counterregulatory response. Plasma levels

of about 5–8 (80–120 mg/dl) are seen during euglycemia and are related to

levels seen during meal to meal variation. Plasma glucose levels over 8 mM

or 140 mg/dl are seen during hyperglycemia. Brain glucose levels near

0 mM might be observed during anoxia. Adapted from Ref. [21].
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addition, differences in strain of rat and brain region may

also be important variables. Microdialysis studies using the

zero net flux method show that glucose levels vary with

brain region and strain [30,31]. Even more interesting, brain

glucose levels change with activity in a region-specific

fashion [29]. McNay et al. show that steady state extrac-

ellular glucose levels in the hippocampus of awake adult

Spraque–Dawley rats are approximately 1 mM, whereas

adult and aged Fischer 344 rats have significantly higher

hippocampal glucose levels of 1.2 mM [30]. In contrast,

striatal glucose levels in conscious Sprague–Dawley rats

are only about 0.7 mM. Plasma glucose levels were approx-

imately 5 mM in these studies (E.C. McNay, personal

communication). Interestingly, while hippocampal glucose

levels fell by 32% during a test of spatial memory in adult

Sprague–Dawley rats, striatal levels were unaffected. When

glucose was injected peripherally, performance was

improved and hippocampal levels were not decreased.

Moreover, striatal levels were unchanged, indicating a

dissociation between brain and plasma glucose levels in

specific regions of the brain [29,31].

Regardless of the variability in exact measurement of

extracellular glucose levels in the brain, it is clear that

extracellular glucose levels of either 0 or 10–20 mM are

nonphysiologic. That is, brain extracellular glucose levels

during plasma euglycemia (5–8 mM) probably range

between 0.7 and 2.5 mM [21,30,32]. Brain glucose levels

plateau at approximately 5 mM under severe plasma hyper-

glycemia. On the other hand, brain levels of approximately

0.2–0.5 mM correlate with the 2–3-mM plasma glucose

levels, which trigger counterregulation (Fig. 1) [32]. In light

of this work, most studies of both glucose-sensing and non-

glucose-sensing neurons are being performed at glucose

levels outside the physiologic range. This issue is of

fundamental importance not only to scientists studying food

intake and metabolism, but also to those investigating

seemingly nonrelated topics. As seen from the above data,

neuronal activity in the presence of 10 mM glucose is

significantly different than at the 0.7–2.5-mM extracellular

brain glucose levels associated with plasma euglycemia.

This will be discussed in greater detail below. Before

leaving the topic of physiologic glucose levels in the brain,

one caveat must be mentioned. If the neurons under invest-

igation are in or near a region lacking a blood–brain barrier,

brain glucose levels may approximate plasma levels. Neu-

rons in these regions may be normally exposed to higher

levels of extracellular glucose. However, under physiologic

conditions, the majority of neurons are unlikely to be

exposed to extracellular glucose levels above 5 mM.

3. Hypothalamic glucose-sensing neurons respond to

physiologic changes in extracellular glucose in vitro

In addition to measuring extracellular brain glucose

levels, Silver and Erecinska [21] also recorded action

potential frequencies of VMN and LH neurons in response

to changes in extracellular glucose. They found that 33% of

LH neurons were sensitive to small changes in glucose. In

agreement with previous studies [22], increased plasma

glucose inhibited the majority of LH glucose-sensing neu-

rons. These neurons were randomly distributed throughout

the LH and exhibited heterogeneous responses to changes in

plasma glucose. Type 1 neurons were maximally active

when plasma glucose levels were 5.6 mM (brain glucose

2.1) and were completely silent when plasma levels rose to

10–12 mM (brain glucose 3.2–3.4). Type 1 neurons were

specifically glucose sensitive and did not respond to other

stimuli such as light pinch or cold application to the tail of

the rat. Neurons of Type 2 and Type 3 were only inhibited

by plasma glucose levels of 17 mM and higher (brain

glucose > 4.2 mM). These subclasses of LH glucose-sens-

ing neurons responded to other stimuli (pinch and/or cold)

in addition to glucose. Type 2 and Type 3 neurons were also

responsive to a larger range of glucose concentrations, with

Type 3 reaching maximal activity when brain glucose levels

fell below 0.6 mM. Only 5–7% of LH neurons (Type 4)

increased their action potential frequency rate when blood

glucose increased beyond 7 mM. In the VMH, however,

43% of neurons increased their action potential frequency as

glucose levels increased. These neurons were not sensitive

to any other stimuli. Most of these glucose-sensing VMH

neurons were silent at plasma glucose levels below 3–4 mM

and progressively increased their action potential frequency

as plasma glucose levels increased to 15 mM or higher.

Hyperglycemia failed to inhibit the action potential fre-

quency of VMH neurons. Thus, the elegant work of Silver

and Erecinska [21] shows that VMH and LH neurons in an

anesthetized rat are sensitive to small changes in plasma

glucose. However, they do not clarify the question of

whether these glucose-sensing neurons themselves directly

sense small changes in extracellular brain glucose level.

Our lab has recently characterized hypothalamic glucose-

sensing neurons whose action potential frequency changes

in response to changes of extracellular brain glucose from a

steady state level of 2.5 mM derived from the work of Silver

and Erecinska [21,32,41]. These studies were performed on

brain slices using patch clamp recording. We found that

VMN glucose-sensing neurons do respond to physiologic-

ally relevant changes in extracellular glucose. Moreover,

glucose sensing in the VMN involves a complex conver-

gence of pre- and postsynaptic mechanisms (Fig. 2). There

are two subtypes of VMN glucose-sensing neurons that

respond directly to a decrease in extracellular glucose.

Glucose-excited (GE) neurons increase their action potential

frequency as extracellular glucose increases from 0.1 to

2.5 mM [41]. Our preliminary data indicate that GE neurons

respond gradually to a linear change in extracellular glucose

from 0.1 to 2.5 mM at which point the response to glucose

plateaus; their EC50 for glucose is 0.64 mM (unpublished

observation). It has been reported that all neurons in the

brain, glucose sensing or otherwise, are silent when glucose
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levels fall below 1 mM [28]. We have found that this is true

only if neurons are exposed to extremely low glucose for

more than 12–15 min. In fact, exposure to 0.1 mM glucose

for over 15 min irreversibly damages most neurons regard-

less of whether they are glucose sensors or not (unpublished

observation). However, only VMN GE neurons decrease

their action potential frequency when exposed to extracel-

lular glucose levels below 1 mM for less than 10 min. Non-

glucose-sensing VMN neurons sustain very high firing rates

in 0.1 mM glucose for up to 10–12 min. Finally, GE

neurons are sensitive to changes in extracellular glucose

as small as 100 mM (unpublished observation). These GE

neurons are similar to the GR neurons described earlier in

that they respond to glucose via the KATP channel [41]. On

the other hand, glucose-inhibited (GI) neurons decrease

their action potential frequency as glucose levels increase

from 0.1 to 2.5 mM, where the neurons are completely silent

[41]. Although these neurons appear to respond in a similar

fashion as GS neurons, we do not believe that these are the

same class of neurons for the following reasons. It has been

suggested that GS neurons sense glucose via changes in the

Na+/K+ ATPase pump [21,22]. If this were the case for

VMN GI neurons, then the current voltage relations in 0.1

and 2.5 mM glucose should be parallel. However, the

response to decreased extracellular glucose for GI neurons

reversed at the chloride equilibrium potential [41]. This

suggests that a chloride channel is involved in their glucose-

sensing mechanism. There are chloride channels that are

sensitive to intracellular ATP levels. These include the

cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulator chloride conduct-

ance (CFTR) [42]. Interestingly, CFTR channels are also

members of the ATP binding cassette superfamily and are

sensitive to sulfonylurea drugs [43]. Sulfonylureas (SUR)

close the CFTR channel while ATP opens it [44]. This is

consistent with our observation that a decrease in ATP

closes a chloride channel in these neurons causing them to

depolarize and increase their action potential frequency.

Tolbutamide excites GI neurons which is also consistent

with a CFTR-like channel [41]. CFTR channel gene, mRNA

and protein are expressed in the human and rat brain, as well

as in hypothalamic cell lines [45–47]. However, these

channels have not yet been found on individual glucose-

sensing neurons.

Three other subtypes of physiologically relevant VMN

glucose-sensing neurons are presynaptically modulated by

glucose [41]. Although these VMN neurons are not intrins-

ically glucose sensing but rather modulated by glucose-

controlled synaptic input, we consider them in the overall

category of VMN glucose-sensing neurons. Of these, one

subtype is presynaptically excited as extracellular glucose

levels fall below 2.5 mM. We refer to these as presynapti-

cally excited by decreased glucose or PED neurons. The

other two subtypes of presynaptically modulated glucose-

sensing neurons respond to an increase in extracellular

glucose from 2.5 to 5 or 10 mM. PER neurons are

presynaptically excited as glucose levels are raised to

Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the subtypes of VMN glucose-sensing neurons and mechanisms by which they sense glucose. Glucose concentration increases

from right to left and neuronal activity increases from bottom to top of the diagram. Mechanism is listed below neuronal subtype. Thus, PED and GI neurons

are shown to the upper right indicating that they are excited, presynaptically or via closure of a chloride channel, respectively, as extracellular glucose levels

decrease. GE neurons are shown on the lower right indicating that they are inhibited by decreased extracellular glucose directly via opening of a KATP channel.

PIR neurons are shown on the lower left portion, indicating that they are inhibited as extracellular glucose levels are raised (presynaptically via closure of a

KATP channel on a GABA neuron) and PER neurons are shown on the upper left indicating that they are (presynaptically) excited as extracellular glucose is

raised. Adapted from Ref. [41].
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5 mM, while PIR neurons are inhibited. The presynaptic

mechanisms by which PED and PER neurons sense glucose

are unclear. However, PIR neurons appear to receive glu-

cose-controlled inhibitory input from g-aminobutyric acid

(GABA)-ergic neurons as glucose levels rise. Moreover,

tolbutamide mimics the effect of increased glucose on PIR

neurons, suggesting the involvement of a KATP channel.

We hypothesize that this KATP channel is located on the

terminal of the presynaptic GABAergic neuron, which

synapses on the PIR neuron. Such presynaptic channels

have been described in the substantia nigra where glucose

has been shown to regulate GABA release [48,49].

The interactions between pre- and postsynaptic influences

are quite complex. Interestingly, some directly glucose-sens-

ing VMN neurons are also influenced by other glucose-

sensing neurons. We have often observed a GE neuron

receiving inhibitory glucose-controlled presynaptic input in

response to increased extracellular glucose [41]. This leads to

a biphasic response to changes in extracellular glucose in

which the GE neuron is inhibited by a deviation in either

direction from 2.5 mM. In this case, the overall effect of

tolbutamide is excitatory, suggesting that the closure of the

somal KATP channel on the GE neuron itself has a greater

effect on neuronal activity than does closing the presynaptic

KATP channel. The KATP channel is an octomeric complex

consisting of two receptors for SUR and four pore-forming

units for K+ (Kir 6.2 or 6.1) [50]. There are at least two types

of SUR, SUR1 and SUR2 (A and B), with differing sensi-

tivities to sulfonlyureas. These subtypes of SURs appear to be

differentially expressed on cell bodies and terminals [51],

allowing for differential glucose sensitivity of cell bodies

versus terminals [52,53]. Biphasic responses have also been

observed for GI neurons. Finally, VMN neurons receiving

glucose-controlled presynaptic input in response to decreased

glucose also receive glucose-controlled presynaptic input in

response to increased glucose [41]. Thus, both GI neurons

and these latter neurons are quiescent at steady state levels of

2.5 mM extracellular glucose and excited when glucose

levels either increase or decrease. This further supports our

hypothesis that GI neurons are not the same class of neurons

as GS neurons, which are stimulated as glucose levels

decrease from 10 or 20 to 0 mM. That is, while the GS

neurons studied by Oomura et al. [17] were quiet at 10 or

20 mM, ours are active due to presynaptic excitation. It is

important to note that the observed presynaptic contribution

to glucose sensing is highly dependent on the tissue prepara-

tion studied. Obviously, these effects will not be observed in

studies using dissociated neurons. Moreover, in our slice

preparations, extrahypothalamic neurons which project to the

VMN are not intact. This includes input from important

regions such as the amygdala and brainstem. While some

glucose-sensing input to the VMN may occur on nerve

terminals of neurons projecting from these regions, somal

glucose sensing is most likely involved as well. This may

explain some of the discrepancies between our data and those

obtained in vivo where all presynaptic input is intact.

Finally, it is possible that glucose-sensing neurons in

different regions of the brain may behave differently from

those in the VMN. In point, the VMN contains neurons that

are directly responsive to decreased extracellular glucose,

but it does not contain neurons that directly sense increased

extracellular glucose. Yet, VMN neurons receive glucose-

controlled presynaptic input in response to increased ex-

tracellular glucose. This suggests that there are inherent

differences in glucose sensitivity between VMN and non-

VMN neurons. Furthermore, glucose-sensing neurons in

different parts of the brain may be exposed to a different

extracellular milieu (e.g., differing neurotransmitter com-

plement or level). There are many mechanisms (e.g.,

phosphorylation) by which this might result in differences

in glucose-sensing properties.

4. Putative roles for glucose-sensing neurons

As mentioned previously, glucose is the primary fuel of

the brain. Thus, the brain has a vested interest in maintain-

ing extracellular glucose levels within a satisfactory range.

There are two separate components of this goal. First,

during severe energy depletion (e.g., anoxia and ischemia),

individual neurons must protect themselves from the result-

ant cytotoxic release of glutamate [54]. A second and totally

separate issue relates to the need to ensure that peripheral

metabolism and glucose production are sufficient to meet

the needs of the brain. This involves integration among

information regarding local extracellular glucose levels

within the brain, information from glucose sensors in the

periphery and information regarding overall metabolic sta-

tus in order to generate a coordinated regulation of glucose

homeostasis. It is the opinion of this author that this second

function is truly ‘glucose sensing’, while the former is

simply neuroprotection. It is important to distinguish

between the requirements for these two functions in order

to conclude that glucose-sensing neurons are involved in the

maintenance of glucose homeostasis. Neuroprotective ver-

sus glucose-sensing functions and requirements are dis-

cussed in more detail below.

4.1. Neuroprotection

Virtually all neurons possess KATP channels [55]. In

order for hypothalamic neurons to function specifically as

glucose sensors that regulate glucose homeostasis, there

must be a functional difference between KATP-channel-

dependent GE neurons in the hypothalamus and KATP-

containing neurons elsewhere in the brain. When glucose

levels fall extremely low, as during anoxia and stroke,

neurons are endangered due to massive cytotoxic glutamate

release. The cytotoxic effects of glutamate are partly

reduced by K+ channel openers and exacerbated by SUR

[54]. Thus, when ATP levels are extremely low, KATP

channels open and hyperpolarize the neuron. This prevents
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glutamatergic excitation that leads to cell death. Addition-

ally, differential expression of KATP channel subunits is

correlated with differential sensitivity to metabolic inhibi-

tion [53]. Dopaminergic neurons from wild-type mice

coexpress both SUR1+Kir6.2 and SUR2B+Kir6.2. The

combination of SUR1+Kir6.2, but not SUR2B+Kir6.2,

produces KATP channels with a high sensitivity to me-

tabolic inhibition induced by rotenone. In homozygous

weaver mice, which show selective degeneration of dop-

aminergic neurons, surviving neurons express only SUR1

subunits [56]. This suggests that KATP channels comprised

of SUR1+Kir6.2 subunits enable neurons to survive severe

metabolic inhibition. These data imply a neuroprotective

role for neurons possessing a specific type of KATP

channel. If hypothalamic GE neurons fell into this category,

their maximal glucose sensitivity should be well below the

levels required to initiate the counterregulatory response.

We have shown that this is not the case [41]. This suggests

that hypothalamic GE neurons possessing KATP channels

differ from other KATP-channel-possessing neurons. If this

is true, GE neurons may be particularly vulnerable to

hypoxia and metabolic inhibition. There are no data as yet

regarding this issue.

How then do GE neurons differ from other KATP-

channel-containing neurons? Two hypotheses, which are

not mutually exclusive, come to mind. First, there may be

a difference in their KATP channel either in terms of subunit

composition or regulation of ATP sensitivity or both.

Support for the former derives from the fact that regions

with glucose-sensing neurons (e.g., hypothalamus) have a

relatively greater number of low affinity sulfonylurea bind-

ing sites (SUR2) and fewer high affinity binding sites

(SUR1) than other regions of the brain [51]. This suggests

differential expression of KATP channel subunits. Further-

more, the phosphorylation state of the KATP channel has an

impact on its ATP sensitivity [57–59]. Since many neuro-

transmitters and neuromodulators exert their effects via

phosphorylation, the local milieu could alter the ATP

sensitivity of the KATP channel of GE neurons in the

absence of differential subunit expression. A second hypo-

thesis supporting a role for GE neurons in glucose homeo-

stasis rather than neuronal protection derives from a further

similarity to the pancreatic b-cell. Beta cells sense small

changes in extracellular glucose with a special hexokinase

known as glucokinase (GK, hexokinase IV) whose Km is in

the physiologic range for extracellular glucose [60]. GK is

located in brain regions that contain glucose-sensing neu-

rons [28,61–64]. Thus, while other KATP-channel-contain-

ing neurons contain hexokinase I, which is saturated at

physiologic glucose levels [65–67], GE neurons may use

GK to sense small changes in extracellular glucose. The data

presented above provide compelling evidence that GE

neurons differ from other KATP containing neurons. Thus,

the primary role of hypothalamic glucose-sensing neurons

may not be neuronal protection under such situations as

hypoxia and stroke.

4.2. Glucose sensing (regulation of glucose homeostasis)

The fact that glucose-sensing neurons are capable of

responding to physiologic changes in extracellular glucose

(directly and via presynaptic input) makes it possible to

suggest specific roles that they might play in the regulation

of glucose homeostasis. But first, a discussion of the

potential roles is needed. There are at least two possible

functions for glucose-sensing neurons in the brain. These

are initiation of the counterregulatory response and regu-

lation of meal initiation and termination.

4.2.1. Initiation of the counterregulatory response

One possible function for glucose-sensing neurons

involves sensing and initiating the counterregulatory re-

sponse to hypoglycemia. When plasma glucose levels fall

between 2 and 3 mM, sympathoadrenal activation occurs

[2,3]. This increases plasma epinephrine, norepinephrine

and glucagon, which, in turn, causes hepatic glycogenolysis

and inhibition of pancreatic insulin secretion [14]. Sympa-

thoadrenal activation is an extremely important protective

mechanism, which increases glucose availability to the

brain. Where this drop in glucose is sensed remains contro-

versial. However, the brain appears plays an important role.

Studies by Sherwin et al. [4,5,68] indicate that the VMN

influences the secretion of the counterregulatory hormones

epinephrine and glucagon. Rats with VMH lesions had

markedly reduced secretion of epinephrine, norepinephrine

and glucagon in response to insulin-induced hypoglycemia

[4]. Moreover, when D-glucose, but not L-glucose, was

delivered into the VMN the secretion of epinephrine,

norepinephrine and glucagon in response to systemic hypo-

glycemia was significantly reduced [68].

Recent evidence indicates that the brainstem may also

play an important role in sensing and initiating the counter-

regulatory response. Localized injection of the nonmetabo-

lizable glucose analog, 2-deoxyglucose (2DG), into the

brainstem catecholamine cell groups blocks local glucose

utilization. This causes a type of hyperphagia known as

glucoprivic feeding and increases plasma glucose [6]. Fur-

thermore, the activity of these brainstem nuclei is altered

during hypoglycemia associated autonomic failure (HAAF)

[8]. HAAF, which occurs after only one bout of insulin-

induced hypoglycemia or peripheral injection of 2DG, is

associated with attenuated plasma epinephrine, norepinephr-

ine and glucagon responses to a subsequent hypoglycemic

challenge [69]. Hyperphagia and autonomic signs such as

sweating are also diminished in HAAF. This is not perman-

ent, and rats recover within 3–4 weeks of normoglycemia.

In these studies, initial exposure to peripheral 2DG caused

glucoprivic feeding and increased blood glucose as expected

[8]. These responses were severely diminished upon reex-

posure to 2DG. Similarly, initial exposure to 2DG increased

fos immunoreactivity (fos-ir; index of neuronal activation)

in many brainstem regions, as well as in the hypothalamic

paraventricular nucleus (PVN), but not in the VMN. After
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the second exposure to 2DG, fos-ir was not induced in the

brainstem sites and PVN [8]. Interestingly, selective

destruction of brainstem epinephrine and norepinephrine

neurons projecting to the PVN attenuate the glucocorticoid

response and glucoprivic feeding but not the glucagon

response to 2DG [70,71]. In contrast, destruction of spi-

nally projecting catecholamine neurons impairs the glu-

cagon response and hyperglycemia but not glucoprivic

feeding in response to 2DG [72]. These data suggest that

glucose-sensing neurons in brainstem catecholamine cell

groups may be important in sensing and initiating the

counterregulatory response to 2DG-induced glucoprivation.

It is important to note that fos-ir is only a marker of

neuronal activation and gives no information about neurons

whose activity is decreased during hypoglycemia. This may

explain the lack of response in the VMN. Beverly et al.

[73] have shown that hypoglycemia results in GABA

release in the VMN, and, thus, neurons in this region

would be inhibited during glucoprivation.

Glucose-sensing neurons have also been described elec-

trophysiologically in several brainstem nuclei, including the

nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) and the dorsal motor

nucleus of the vagus (DMV) [74–76]. However, these

studies were performed using glucose levels outside the

normal physiologic range. Thus, it is not certain that these

brainstem glucose-sensing neurons could be involved in

sensing and initiating counterregulation. However, in our

studies of the VMN GE neurons, we found that their EC50

for glucose is 0.64 mM (unpublished observation). There-

fore, they would be extremely sensitive to changes in

extracellular glucose around the 0.2–0.5-mM range for

extracellular brain glucose associated with plasma levels

seen during counterregulation. Further support for a coun-

terregulatory role for GE neurons comes from the work of

Miki et al. [77] using Kir6.2 knockout mice. These mice

lack functional KATP channels. Both glucoprivic feeding

and glucagon secretion in response to hypoglycemia were

attenuated in the Kir6.2 knockout mice. Interestingly, their

feeding responses to NPY, and leptin were normal. These

data suggest that the KATP channel (and presumably GE

neurons) is important for sensing hypoglycemia and initiat-

ing glucoprivic feeding and glucagon release. However,

KATP channels do not appear to be critical for normal

feeding. Finally, the contribution of peripheral glucose

sensors to counterregulation cannot be ignored. When vagal

afferents from the portal vein are destroyed, epinephrine and

norepinephrine secretion during hypoglycemia is severely

attenuated [12].

4.2.2. Meal initiation and termination

A second role for glucose-sensing neurons is the regu-

lation of meal initiation and termination. Considering the

current obesity epidemic of most industrialized societies,

understanding the regulation of this behavior is obviously

critical. If glucose-sensing neurons were involved, this

would provide an ideal drug target for treatment of obesity

and Type 2 diabetes mellitus. Normal plasma glucose levels

during the day range between 80 and 120 mg/dl or about 5–

8 mM. Early studies in rats indicate that meal initiation is

preceded by drops in plasma glucose as small as 6–8% [78].

Campfield and Smith [79] later used on-line glucose mon-

itoring to show that meal initiation actually occurred during

a rise in plasma glucose preceded by a drop of about 10%.

Little is known about the exact relationship between plasma

glucose levels and meal initiation/termination. Studies

showing that manipulation of plasma glucose within these

ranges produces meal initiation are lacking. However, based

on the data of Campfield and Smith [79], it is obvious that

glucose-sensing neurons in the brain must be sensitive to

extremely small changes in extracellular glucose. Assuming

that brain extracellular glucose is about 1–2 mM under

euglycemic conditions, a 10% drop would correspond to a

change of approximately 100–200 mM. This is a far cry

from the 0–10-mM changes used to characterize these

neurons in most studies. However, we have recently shown

that GE neurons, at least, are sensitive to 100-mM incre-

ments in extracellular glucose levels (unpublished obser-

vation). This would suggest that may be possible for

glucose-sensing neurons to be involved in meal initiation

and termination.

In order for glucose-sensing neurons to play a role in

meal initiation and termination, they must exist in regions

that are associated with food intake and energy balance. A

number of investigators have shown this. These areas

include the PVN [80], ARC [25,27,81], VMN [19,27,41]

and NTS [74–76]. It is important to note that glucose-

sensing neurons in brainstem regions may not be restricted

to a role in counterregulation. Ferriera et al. found that

glucose-sensing neurons in the NTS modulate gastric mot-

ility. These NTS neurons sensed glucose directly via the

KATP channel and presynaptically modulate neurons in the

DMV [76]. Thus, glucose-sensing neurons are sensitive to

very small changes in extracellular glucose that may be

involved in meal initiation, are anatomically well situated to

regulate food intake and energy balance and modulate

gastric motility.

In order to begin to suggest roles for specific subtypes of

glucose-sensing neurons in the overall regulation of glucose

homeostasis, we must turn to their sensitivity to changes in

extracellular glucose within the physiologic range. We have

found that the range of maximum sensitivity to glucose for

the GE neurons is below 1 mM [41]. We have preliminary

data indicating that the EC50 for glucose in GE neurons is

0.64 mM. According to the extracellular brain glucose

levels determined by Silver and Erecinska [32], this places

the maximum glucose sensitivity of these neurons within the

range seen in the brain during initiation of the counter-

regulatory response to hypoglycemia. This would be con-

sistent with the data of Miki et al. [77] showing that the

glucagon response during counterregulation is attenuated in

the absence of functional KATP channels. We have also

determined that GI and PED neurons respond to a decrease
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in extracellular glucose from 2.5 to 1 mM (Ref. [41] and

unpublished observation). This places the glucose sensitivity

of these neurons in the low range of brain levels during

plasma euglycemia. Thus, they may regulate meal initiation.

Finally, PER neurons and perhaps PIR neurons are sensitive

to glucose changes between 2.5 and 5 mM [41]. Therefore,

their glucose sensitivity is in the range the brain would see as

plasma glucose levels transition from euglycemia to hyper-

glycemia. Thus, they may modulate either meal termination

or the increased sympathetic activation seen during hyper-

glycemia. The key question mentioned earlier is what exactly

are brain glucose levels. This will ultimately determine the

role of these glucose-sensing neurons in glucose sensing.

However, our work establishes that these neurons are func-

tioning within the physiologic range. Moreover, they are

capable of serving as glucose sensors involved in initiating

counterregulation and/or meal initiation/termination rather

than just serving a neuroprotective role when glucose levels

fall to the point that brain function is compromised.

5. Are glucose-sensing neurons integrators of metabolic

signals as well?

Regulation of energy balance entails more than just the

regulation of plasma glucose. Energy balance involves

energy intake, energy storage and energy utilization. All

of these components are under the regulation of the auto-

nomic nervous system [14,15]. As mentioned above, when

plasma glucose levels fall to 2–3 mM, a sympathetically

mediated increase in epinephrine release from the adrenal

medulla occurs in order to increase liver glucose production

and raise plasma glucose [2,3]. On the other hand, during

hyperglycemia, sympathetic drive to skeletal muscle

increases in order to increase peripheral glucose utilization

and decrease plasma glucose [1]. Increased plasma glucose

also increases insulin levels that promote glucose entry into

tissues such as muscle and adipose; the latter promoting

glucose storage as fat [14]. Thus, shifts in plasma glucose

affect the energetic status of the body. In addition, glucose-

sensing neurons are located in regions of the brain associ-

ated with energy balance [15]. They are also dysfunctional

under conditions where energy balance is disturbed. The

obese (fa/fa) Zucker rat has dysfunctional K+ channels and

GR neurons [25,82]. Moreover, we have demonstrated that

all subtypes of physiologically relevant glucose-sensing

neurons are both dysfunctional and fewer in number in rats

that are prone to develop diet-induced obesity and insulin

resistance [41]. This is associated with a 50% reduction in

the sensitivity of the KATP channel to ATP and SUR [83].

These data suggest an important interaction between the

regulation of glucose homeostasis and overall energy bal-

ance. Thus, it is likely that glucose-sensing neurons also act

as metabolic integrators. A number of observations support

this hypothesis. Spanswick et al. [25,27] have shown that

VMN GR neurons are inhibited by both insulin and leptin

via activation of KATP channels. Oomura et al. [26,84] have

shown that orexin, as well as low levels of leptin, increases

the action potential frequency of medial hypothalamic GR

neurons. In addition, GS neurons are responsive to leptin

and orexin [24,26]. Moreover, ARC NPY neurons appear to

be GS neurons [85] and ARC POMC to be GR neurons

[86]. Finally, preliminary data from our lab shows that NE

inhibits GE neurons (unpublished observation). Thus, glu-

cose-sensing neurons respond to other important peptides

and transmitters involved in the regulation of energy bal-

ance. It is apparent that these glucose-sensing neurons could

serve as integrators of metabolic signals, as well as glucose,

and be involved in overall energy homeostasis.

A second question related to the integrative function of

glucose-sensing neurons is whether they specifically sense

glucose or whether they respond to any form of energy

substrate that produces ATP. Astrocytes sequester glucose

and convert it to glycogen for storage. When energy levels

drop, this glycogen is converted to lactate and transported out

of astrocytes and into neurons via monocarboxylate acid

transporters. Neurons convert the lactate into pyruvate using

lactate dehydrogenase. Pyruvate then fuels mitochondrial

oxidative phosphorylation [87]. It is not known if glucose-

sensing neurons can use lactate as a signaling molecule

similar to glucose. In order for glucose-sensing neurons to

act as specific glucose sensors, they should be more sensitive

to glucose than lactate under conditions when energy is not

limited. The data regarding this are controversial. Yang et al.

have shown that VMH glucose-sensing neurons, which

increased their action potential frequency in response to

increases in glucose over 5 mM, were similarly stimulated

by early glycolytic intermediates. High levels of lactate

(15 mM) also increased the action potential frequency of

glucose-sensing neurons when given in the presence of 5 mM

glucose [28]. This would suggest that these glucose-sensing

neurons respond to any metabolic substrate that increases

ATP levels. However, steady-state lactate levels in the brain

normally range between 0.5 and 1.5 mM [87,88]. Addition-

ally, 15 mM pyruvate did not alter neuronal activity in the

presence of 5 mM glucose. Pyruvate did, however, increase

action potential frequency when glucose levels were 0 mM

[28]. Our preliminary data suggest that 0.5 mM lactate can

substitute for glucose in both GE and GI neurons when

energy levels are very low (0.1 mM glucose) [89]. We do

not know if the same will occur when glucose is not limiting.

Thus, it is important to carefully address these issues using

physiologic levels of both glucose and lactate.

In conclusion, glucose-sensing neurons respond to phys-

iologic changes in extracellular glucose. The evidence

described above supports the hypothesis that they play a

role in the regulation of glucose homeostasis. A comparison

of the respective glucose sensitivities of the subtypes of

hypothalamic glucose-sensing neurons has led us to tenta-

tively hypothesize specific roles in the regulation of glucose

homeostasis. GE neurons may be involved in sensing and

initiating the counterregulatory response to hypoglycemia.
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On the other hand, four other subtypes of VMN glucose-

sensing neurons respond to changes in extracellular glu-

cose, which may occur normally throughout the day. Thus,

we postulate that these glucose-sensing neurons (GI, PED,

PER and PIR) may play a role in meal initiation and

termination. Finally, it is also likely that glucose-sensing

neurons are not merely glucose sensors. Rather, they

function as metabolic integrators to enable the brain to

maintain overall energy homeostasis.
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